The off-shell nilpotent BRST charge and the BRST invariant effective action for non-abelian BF topological theories over D-dimensional manifolds are explicitly constructed. These theories have the feature of being reducible with exactly D-3 stages of reducibility. The adequate extended phase space including the different levels of ghosts for ghosts is explicitly obtained. Using the structure of the resulting BRST charge we show that for topological BF theories the semi-classical approximation completely describes the quantum theory. The independence of the partition function on the metric also follows from our explicit construction in a straightforward way.
BF Topological actions which were introduced in [1, 2] as generalizations of three dimensional Chern Simons theories, can also be regarded as a zero coupling limit of Yang-Mills theories. Some results concerning their quantization in the abelian case are fairly well understood, indeed, it has been shown that the partition function for the abelian case may be written in terms of the Ray Singer torsion [3] while other observables such as the Wilson surfaces determine linking and intersection numbers of manifolds in any dimensions.
For the non-abelian case, the metric independence of the quantum BF theory was first proposed in [3] and proved later on in references [4] [5] [6] in a direct way. A solution of the master equation of the Batalin-Vilkoviski (BV) approach for the BF action was also presented in [7] . The authors of reference [8] were able to build an offshell nilpotent Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) operator using an approach similar to the BV procedure but with a Slavnov identity playing the role of the BV master equation. The construction presented in [8] was performed in a covariant gauge and enabled the authors to show that perturbatively the 4 and 5 dimensional theories are anomaly free and finite.
The construction of an off-shell nilpotent BRST charge for a non abelian BF theory based on a canonical (symplectic) formalism was first carried out for the four dimensional model in reference [9] . This operator was built following a modified BFV method introduced earlier in refs. [10] and [11] , which simplifies some aspects of the usual approach [12] . Several issues concerning the general structure of of the off shell BRST invariant action for topological theories and in particular a general proof of the metric independence of the partition function were also commented in [9] .
In the present paper we explicitly construct the off shell BRST invariant effective action for the non abelian BF theories in any dimension and for any admissible gauge fixing condition. Using this effective action, we prove that in any BF theory the partition function is independent of the gauge coupling constant (e 2 ), a feature which also appears in Witten's Topological Field Theory [13] [14] [15] [16] , and which has been recently used to obtain new topological invariants for four dimensional manifolds. It is interesting to notice that Seiberg and Wittenś [17] new approach is based on the structure of N=2 supersymmetric theories in the strong coupling regime and on the independence of the topological theory in the gauge coupling constant properties which are also present in BF theories.
The metric independence of the partition function for these systems arises from general arguments. Although metric dependent terms may appear in the effective action through the gauge fixing conditions, the independence of the partition function on them and consequently on the metric is guaranteed by virtue of the BFV theorem [10] [11] [12] .
The main difficulties in working with BF actions are related to the fact that they are reducible theories, this property means that many levels of ghosts for ghosts are needed in order to build the proper extended phase space. The BF actions defined on D-dimensional manifolds have exactly D-3 levels of reducibility [3] which make them particularly interesting since such property turns them into explicit examples of reducible theories with a higher ( ≥ 2 ) but finite number of stages of reducibility.
The action of a BF theory on a principal bundle with a D dimensional base manifold is given in terms of the curvature 2 form ( F ≡ [∇, ∇] ) and a Lie algebra valued D-2 form ( B ) as follows:
For the sake of clarity we will begin by discussing the five dimensional case since it presents some features that are absent in four dimensions and which constitute the clue for the discussion of theories formulated in higher dimensions ( D ≥ 5 ) According to (1), the 5 -dimensional BF theory is given by
After integration by parts and defining ǫ ijk ≡ ǫ 0ijk , the original action (2) may be rewritten as
This expression can be clearly recognized as a canonical action for the simplectic pairs (A a i , π ia ) where
The action (3) has a vanishing Hamiltonian, and is subjected to the following set of primary constraints:
whose associated Lagrange multipliers are A a 0 and B a 0ij . The Poisson bracket algebra of the above constraints is given by:
showing that they are first class. It is important to notice that the set of scalar constraints φ a (x) constitutes a closed irreducible sub-algebra of the whole set of constraints while the remaining constraints, namely the tensor ones Φ ijc (x) are linearly dependent i.e. reducible, since they satisfy the identity:
Moreover, this particular algebra is two times reducible since the matrix a
is itself reducible through the action of the following operator:
This second stage of reducibility holds only on-shell. Indeed, one can easily check that:
This last feature will be relevant when calculating the BRST charge ( Ω ), since in order to have a manifest BRST invariant quantum theory Ω must be off shell nilpotent.
In the modified BFV approach we are using, the extended phase space of a reducible sistem is divided in a minimal sector of canonical pairs with canonical BRST transformation laws and a non-minimal sector. The minimal sector is composed by the original fields ( q, p) and a chain of as many pairs of conjugate ghosts and ghosts for ghosts as levels of reducibility. The non minimal sector is composed by extra ghosts, anti-ghosts and Lagrange multipliers whose transformation laws are deviced in a way that ensure the off-shell closure of the BRST transformation [10] [11] [12] .
For this system, due to the fact that it has two stages of reducibility, the minimal sector of the phase space is composed by the following canonical pairs:
The original fields (
the ghosts associated with the irreducible constraints and their momenta
and finally, the tower of ghosts and ghosts for ghosts associated to the reducible constraints and their corresponding conjugate momenta
Here and in the rest of this paper an embraced super(sub)script indicates the level of reducibility to which a field is associated. Fields associated to irreducible constraints carry no such label. The non minimal sector is discused below. The BRST charge is constructed using only the variables of the minimal sector. A first candidate for the BRST charge is given by:
where
,etc. and < · · · > stands for integration on the space like continuous indexes. This charge has the same basic structure discussed in reference [9] on which we comment briefly. The first line in Ω (naive) looks like in standard YangMills. This is not surprising since it corresponds to the irreducible sub-algebra (5a). The second line comprises terms coming from the reducible sector of the constraints (4b) and finally, the last line, which is again Yang-Mills like, is due to those Poisson brackets that mix both sectors of the algebra (5c). This structure looks sufficiently rich for obtaining a nilpotent BRST charge but the direct computation results in
obviously meaning that the naive BRST charge is not off-shell nilpotent (a behavior that is not found in D=4) hence, we need terms of higher order in the ghosts to annihilate the unwanted term (11) . At this stage, the only contribution that we can add which is compatible with both the ghost and geometrical structure of the minimal sector of the extended phase space is given by the following trilinear combination of C ′ s and µ
(0) )ǫ ijkl according to which the Ω generator should be written as
where α must be calculated to ensure the off-shell closure of the BRST algebra. One can in fact do this and obtain
From formulas (8) and (10) and according to comments given above, one realizes that the new term in the Ω generator comes from the fact that the second reducibility condition holds only on-shell (a (2) a (1) ∼ Φ ≈ 0 ). We will see that in the higher dimensional case this feature reappears producing a series of polynomial terms in the BRST charge which are generalizations of the trilinear term appearing in (12) . There are two important points to remark about the BRST charge that we have just calculated: the first is the fact that (12) is nilpotent off-shell, the second is that Ω is linear in all the ghosts associated to the reducible sector, (i.e. in:
11i and C (2) 111 ). This latest fact (which generalizes for D ≥ 6 ) is the key ingredient in the proof of the independence of the partition function on the gauge coupling constant.
Let us now consider the non-minimal sector of the phase space, the auxiliary fields belonging to this set are necessary in order to build the effective action for the theory and have been already described in reference [10] . These fields include extra ghosts, antighosts and Lagrange multipliers all of which are Lie algebra valued.
In first place in table 1 we will introduce the complete set of auxiliary fields associated with the irreducible constraints (4a) In second place we introduce the set of auxiliary fields associated to the reducible constraints, which as in the former case consists of two sectors: one containig C and µ fields and one containing extra lagrange mupltipliers: the λ and θ fields. The structure of the complete (both minimal and nonminimal) set of C fields can be graphically organized in a tree like diagram one of whose branches we show in figure 1 .
. . . . . . In the diagram above one has to remember that the objects in the minimal sector i.e. C 111 must be accompanied by their conjugate momenta. In this notation and according to [10] , the bracketed superscripts constitute a bookkeeping device that tells to which stage of reducibility does a particular object belong.
The λ and θ fields are many more than the former C fields, nevertheless they may also be organized as a family of layers corresponding to each level of reducibility. For these fields one needs an extra superindex which labels the origin of the object. The complete family is displayed in figure 2 below. In the matrix like structure shown in figure 2 each row defines two independent tree diagrams (one for the λ and one for the θ fields) like those ones defined in figure 1 . In each field the label appearing before the bracketed superscript tracks the level in which each tree begins while as stated before, the bracketed superscript defines the stage of reducibility to which the object does actually belong. For example, λ
1(2)
11M is a second stage auxiliary field belonging to a tree begining at the first stage of reducibility. Notice that the arrengement is upper triangular, meaning that there are no ghosts either for λ 2(2) 111 or θ 2 (2) 111 . All these auxiliary fields are needed to ensure both the off-shell nilpotency of the BRST transformations and the construction of a BRST invariant effective action. The capital subscripts (identifiers) that appear in each field are related to the role of each object. Indeed, and as one may observe in the effective action to be built below, any field whose last subscript is 1 behaves as a ghost associated to some of the gauge symmetries of the original action, if the last identifier is a 2 the object is an antighost while if it is 3 the field is a Lagrange multiplier accompanying a gauge fixing condition.
Let us now turn our attention to the construction of the effective action. Since the theory under study has a vanishing Hamiltonian its effective action is given by [10] :
is the sum of the generalizations of the Fadeev-Popov and gauge fixing terms. In (15)
are the primary gauge fixing functions associated to the constraints (4a) and (4b), while χ
are gauge fixing functions which must fix the longitudinal part of the fields in the non minimal sector. As usual, the BRST transformation for the canonical variables ( Z ) is given by
where ǫ z is the grassmanian parity of Z , while the BRST transformation of the variables belonging to the non minimal sector are fixed by imposing the closure of the charge as discussed in [10] . Their explicit form for this system may be read from the expressions we give below for the general D-dimensional case.
Let us now turn to the general case. For D≥ 6 once again the action (1) can be written as a constrained canonical action with vanishing Hamiltonian:
This time the constraints are defined as follows
Clearly, the constraints have the same structure seen in the 4 [9] and 5 dimensional cases; in fact, the φ a constraints are exactly the same. The Poisson Bracket algebra of these constraints is still first class and explicitly given by
As mentioned the D-dimensional BF theories have D-3 stages of reducibility which are defined through the following operators
For these theories [10] the minimal sector of the extended phase space is itself divided in two parts: one composed by the fields associated to the irreducible constraints which are the same as in the lower dimensional case, see (9b), and one composed by the fields associated to the reducible constraints which are the following canonical pairs that generalize (9c) (notice the geometric structure given by the space-like indices):
To simplify the reading we introduce the following compact notation to be used hereon: a bracketed subscript (or superscript) will refer to the number of "ones" which label an object while the (D − 2 − p) space indices will be represented by a greek multi-index. For example:
Additionaly we also use the following concise notation for the reducibility operators,
With this notation the general expression for the off shell nilpotent BRST operator is given by
This expression for the BRST charge has essentially the same structure that we observed in the five dimensional case. In fact we recognize the Yang Mills like terms, the
) terms that ensure the off-shell nilpotency of the charge. The unknown coefficients can be explicitly calculated through a recurrence relation which for D ≥ 5 and p ≥ q yields:
It only remains to construct the non minimal sector of the phase space, the BRST transformation properties of their fields and the effective action. The fields in the minimal sector associated to the irreducible constraints are those given by Table 1 . To display the complete set of fields in the non-minimal sector associated to the reducible constraints one has to generalize the tree diagrams of figures 1 and 2. The non minimal C fields are given by:
where at least one of the capital subscripts must take the values 2 or 3.
And the λ and θ fields which complete the set of local coordinates of the extended phase space:
Next we define the BRST transformation rules for all the fields. In the minimal sector, the BRST transformation is simply given by:
In the non-minimal sector the BRST transformation laws must be calculated to ensure their off-shell nilpotency (i.e. δ δ (anything)=0). To achieve this goal we need to introduce the transverse-longitudinal (T+L) decomposition of geometrical objects with respect to the reducibility operators ( a (p)ǫ µ ). Given a lower multi-indexed geometrical object V ǫ its T+L decomposition is given as:
Similarly, for upper multi-indexed objects (V ρ ), the T+L decomposition is defined through
It is important to remark that there is always possible to find a set of operators A (p)µ ν (p = 1, . . . , D − 3) such that the above decompositions are unique. Next, let t stand for any variable of the non-minimal sector. The BRST transformation rules are given by δt 
For the λ and θ fields which define the begining of a tree diagram the transformation laws are
and finally:
With the BRST transformation rules given above, the effective action is built as a generalization of (14) as follows [10] :
this time the Fadeev-Popov + gauge fixing Lagrangian is given by a longer expression which includes enough terms as to completely fix the gauge associated to the reducible constraints. 
The admissible set of gauge choices includes only the ones which fix the longitudinal part of the associated fields. Within this set the modified BFV approach [10] [11] ensures that the functional integral of the theory (defined as the sum over histories of exp(−S ef f ) with unit weight) is locally independent of the gauge choice provided the following boundary condition holds:
From the obtained expression for the BRST charge Ω one verifies that the partition function Z is independent of the gauge coupling constant ( e 2 ). In fact the effective action may be written as a linear homogeneous quantity in the following set of variables: π i , µ, C [1] , C [2] , . . . ,
and λ r(p)
[p+1] , θ r(p)
[p+1] , p = 0, . . . , D − 3 , r = 0, . . . , D − 3 (36b) plus the gauge fixing terms. The gauge coupling constant may then be absorbed by redefining the set (36) together with a change in the gauge fixing choice provided e 2 = 0 . Since the partition function Z is independent of the gauge fixing condition, Z does not depend on the coupling constant. This property allows Z to be evaluated by going to the limit of very small e 2 where the path integral is dominated by the classical minima. We may then conclude that the semi-classical limit is exact.
The independence on the coupling constant is a common link between many topological gauge theories (see [13] , [16] , [18] ). For Witten's topological theory it was proved in [13] using the fact that the Lagrangean for such theory is of the form {Ω, Ψ} . In the case of the non abelian BF theories the effective Lagrangean has not this structure
